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Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan’s College of Film & TV Studies (BVBFTS)  
popularly known as Bhavan’s College 

JOIN 2 YEAR PATTERN AT BVBFTS TO 
BECOME A PERFECT MEDIA PROFESSIONAL 

Read carefully to understand how you spend 2 years after 12th to get selected for your dream 
job and lead a successful life. 

At the present education system offered in India, you spend 12 years at school and 3 years 
at college to become graduate, and may be few more years for your higher studies, like M.A., 
M.Phil., Phd. etc.  

The purpose of education is not just to collect degrees, but to get selected for right job, as 
early as possible and become ready to lead satisfied life. 

Now BVBFTS offers you an unique “Two Year Pattern” for 12th pass students. 

We advise you not to join to 3 years regular graduation at local university college. Instead join 
two diploma courses of one year duration at BVBFTS. So that you can become perfect 
professional to work at TV Channels, Media Houses, Film Industry etc. Further we advise you 
to join graduation at University’s Open School (Distance Education) to become graduate in 3 
years. By doing this you can easily achieve what you are looking for, to lead successful life. 
Let me explain further, with following two examples. 

Example one:- Mr. Amit Saxena (imaginary name) after completing his 12th, joined regular 
college to pursue B.A. in Political Science of 3 years. Thinking that he will get Govt. Job after 
completing his BA. Unfortunately he cannot get suitable job. Thinking not to sit at home, he 
joins M.A. in same college. He learns for 2 more years, but even after completion of his 
master degree, he cannot get suitable job. This adds to his frustration, and mental 
depression. Finally he ends ups his worries by becoming a cab driver for on-line taxi service. 
Now he is earning around Rs. 20,000/- every month, after paying E.M.I. of his cab. 

Example two:- Mr. Deepak Sharma (imaginary name) after completing 12th he joins BVBFTS 
to become a media professional. For first year he joins diploma in Photography & Video 
Camera and learns everything about professional shooting of TV Programmes. For second 
year, he joins diploma in Video Editing with VFX and learns everything about Video Editing 
with special effects. While joining 1st year at BVBFTS he was advised to join B.A. with Delhi 
University’s, Open School (D.U.S.O.L.) and he continued B.A. along with these two diploma 
courses at BVBFTS. After completing these two courses, Deepak finds no difficulty in getting 
job at TV Channel. Today every TV Channel and TV Production house has students trained 
at BVBFTS. So getting job for new student is easy. Deepak further completed his B.A.                   
3rd year, while working in TV Channel. Thus when he completed his B.A., he had one year 
experience in TV Channel, 2 diplomas from BVBFTS, along with degree from University. 
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Now look at the economics of Deepak’s spending on education. 

He spent total Rs. 1,31,000/- for 2 years in fee at BVBFTS. He earned Rs. 15000 (per month) 
x12 months = 1,80,000/- in third year. If you look at this calculation, you can understand that 
he not recovered his cost of diploma courses, he also earned surplus amount. Deepak was 
further advised to join M.A. degree in Journalism & Mass Communication (MJMC) form 
IGNOU, which is a recognized University in India and Foreign Countries to take job. Deepak 
completed M.A. while working with TV Channel. Now he is very happy and successful media 
professional and his parents are proud to look at his progress. 

Now if you compare and analyse the study pattern accepted by Amit and that of Deepak, you 
will simply agree, Deepak is smarter than Amit. So be wise, make right choice and lead a 
happy and satisfied life. 

Similar 2 years pattern we have for PG Diploma courses also.  
Kindly discuss before finalising your admission. 

This is a Newspaper cutting to show how our present education system fails                        
to offer right and appropriate career to students. 

Advise for students - after Graduation:- After spending 3 years in college to complete 
B.A., B.Sc., B.Com., you discover that, only degree cannot get you a job. Because what you 
learn in college is not practiced at Commercial World. So to get job, you must join Bhavan’s 
College. Join any one of the P. G. Diploma courses of your choice. Here you learn with 
practicals, everything what is useful, to work in the Industry. We also advise you to join M.A. 
degree with IGNOU. So that along with our P. G. Diploma, you can clear 1st year of M.A. 
Depending on your performance in our P. G. Diploma, we provide you internship training, to 
make entry into job market. While working, you also complete 2nd year of M.A. from IGNOU. 
Thus you have Professional Diploma from Bhavan and Post Graduation Degree from 
University. So Industry recognizes you as qualified professional to get higher position in India 
or Foreign Countries.  
This is a best combination to lead successful life. Bhavan’s College – 

Become a Confident Professional with our Practical Training, 
While our Value Based Education makes you a Better Human Being. 

 


